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Market Review 

While the seasonally favorable six months of the year (Halloween through May Day) had been 

off to a nice start, the first three-plus days of the latest trading week provided another reminder 

that downside volatility is a normal part of the investment process. 

 

When all was said and done, the price-weighted Dow Jones Industrial Average suffered a loss of 

more than 2% for the five days just ended, though the capitalization-weighted S&P 500 and 



Russell 3000 indexes dropped by “only” 1.54% and 1.49%, respectively. The primary catalyst 

for the downturn was renewed concern about global economic growth, given that output 

contracted in Germany and Japan in Q3, while OPEC lowered its outlook for world-wide GDP 

growth in 2019 to 3.5% from 3.6%. 

 

Of course, we hardly think that 3.5% growth should be cause for alarm,… 



 

…even as we realize that U.S. economic numbers are not exactly stellar,… 



 

…though Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell struck an optimistic tone last week, “I’m very 

happy about the state of the economy now. There’s pretty good reason to think we’re going to 

continue in a positive vein like that.” 

Interestingly, the selloff reversed course on Thursday, just as the good folks at the American 

Association of Individual Investors (AAII) lost a chunk of their optimism,… 



 

…while Value continued its recent renaissance, thanks to sizable pullbacks in more than a few 

tech stocks, with four of the most popular names now in their own private Bear Market. 



 

To be sure, high-flyers like Amazon, Netflix and Nvidia have merely joined the club of stocks 

that are now trading more than 20% below their 52-week high prices, throwing more cold water 

on the seemingly universal belief that equities have been in an uninterrupted nine-plus-year Bull 

Market. 



 

Indeed, there have been numerous downturns since the March 9, 2009 market low,… 



 

…even as overall returns since then have been spectacular. 



 

Certainly, we do not think that the big gyrations are over, but with interest rates remaining low, 

the U.S. and global economies still in OK shape and equity valuations much more reasonable, we 

remain enthusiastic about the long-term prospects of our broadly diversified portfolios of what 

we believe are undervalued stocks. 

Stock Updates  

Keeping in mind that all stocks are rated as “Buy” until such time as they are a “Sell,” a listing of 

all current recommendations is available for download via the following link: 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/. 

Third quarter earnings season is winding down, but a few more reports flowed in last week, with 

Jason Clark and Chris Quigley offering updates on stocks that had news that was of sufficient 

importance to trigger a review of their respective Target Prices (note that updated Target Prices 

are posted to theprudentspeculator.com twice a month)… 

Networking communications equipment firm Cisco Systems (CSCO - $46.35) earned $0.75 per 

share in fiscal Q1 2019 (vs. $0.72 est.). CSCO had total revenue of $13.1 billion, versus the 

$12.9 billion estimate. Shares traded higher by 5.5% following the announcement, spurred by 

CSCO’s report of increased spending on applications and strong cyber security demand. 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/


CEO Chuck Robbins said, “We delivered another great quarter. It is absolutely clear that the 

strategy and transformation that we laid out three years ago is working. We accelerated revenue 

growth, expanded margins, and generated strong operating cash flow and double-digit earnings 

per share growth. We saw broad-based growth across all of our geographies, product categories, 

and customer segments. This was driven by strong execution, differentiated innovation, and our 

transition to more software and subscription offerings. We are well-positioned to capture 

significant growth opportunities while creating long-term value for our shareholders. In today's 

environment, there is an ever-increasing number of connected devices with users expecting an 

always-on experience with access to any application. The Enterprise has expanded to now 

include multiple clouds, and applications are evolving at an unprecedented rate. Customers, 

facing a new level of complexity, are increasingly seeing value of our integrated platforms over 

standalone products.” 

Mr. Robbins concluded, “We had a great quarter, and our opportunity has never been greater. 

Our growth continued to accelerate as we executed well against our strategy, continued to drive 

innovation across our portfolio, and delivered more software and cloud-based offerings. It is 

clear our customers are looking to Cisco as a trusted partner to help them operate in a multi-

cloud world and to transform their businesses. We are well-positioned with our growing portfolio 

across multiple. As we continue to innovate to bring our customers a more secure, automated, 

and simple IT infrastructure. We believe the strength and differentiation of our portfolio, 

combined with the power of our business model provides us with a strong foundation for fiscal 

year 2019 to create long-term growth and shareholder value.” 

CFO Kelly Kramer offered the guidance for fiscal Q2 2019, “We expect revenue growth in the 

range of 5% to 7% year-over-year. We anticipate the non-GAAP gross margin rate to be in the 

range of 63.5% to 64.5%. The non-GAAP operating margin rate is expected to be in the range of 

30.5% to 31.5%, and the non-GAAP tax provision rate is expected to be 19%. Non-GAAP 

earnings per share is expected to range from $0.71 to $0.73.” 



 

Cisco has had a solid year thus far, weathering some interim volatility, and the company 

continues to build its cloud presence, both in hardware and software. Cisco repurchased $5 

billion of shares and paid $1.5 billion out via dividends to shareholders in Q1. We think the 

company’s challenging transformation has put it on a path to long-term success, and shareholders 

are beginning to see the benefits of those efforts. We continue to like the strong balance sheet 

with about $3.60 per share in net cash and believe that the stock still trades at a sizable discount 

with a forward 12-month P/E ratio of 15 and a 2.9% dividend yield. Our Target Price has been 

hiked to $55. 

Luxury home goods retailer Williams-Sonoma (WSM - $53.76) posted earnings per share of 

$0.95, versus the $0.94 estimate, in fiscal Q3 2019. WSM had sales of $1.4 billion, matching the 

consensus estimate. While WSM posted a solid Q3, guidance for the upcoming holiday quarter 

came in slightly short of estimates, sending the shares plummeting 11.2%. 

Hard to believe that the punishment fit the crime, given that WSM expects to earn $1.89 to $1.99 

per share in Q4, with full-year EPS between $4.26 to $4.36 (consensus estimate was $4.35). Q4 

revenue is expected to be between $1.73 billion and $1.83 billion, with full-year revenue $5.57 

billion to $5.67 billion (consensus estimate was $5.65 billion). 



CEO Laura Alber commented, “We delivered third quarter with EPS at the high end of guidance 

and continued strength in demand and customer growth. This performance demonstrates our 

team's strong execution, the ongoing benefits of our strategic initiatives and the power of our 

multi-channel, multi-brand model. Given the substantial progress we've made in our business 

this year and our compelling pipeline of innovative product and inspiring content, we believe we 

are well prepared to deliver this holiday season and remain on track to meet or beat our full year 

guidance. Regarding our transition to one inventory, we are executing ahead of plan, crossing the 

threshold of $1 billion in annualized sales volume through the one inventory program in 

September. Our multiyear transition to one inventory will allow us to completely reengineer 

inventory flow processes, better allocating inventory cross-channel, optimizing inventory levels, 

improving DC efficiency and significantly bringing down costs in the supply chain. Despite 

tightness in the labor market, we are ahead in our seasonal hiring versus last year, helped by the 

recent increase in hourly wage and incentive pay in our DCs.” 

On the topic of the China tariffs, Ms. Alber said, “While the situation remains volatile, our teams 

are aggressively resourcing and renegotiating cost with our vendor partners. And given our 

vertically integrated multi-country supply chain and our trusted longstanding relationships with 

our vendors, we're making good progress. We are also looking to mitigate the impact due to the 

tariffs to cross-reductions in other parts of the business. For example, we've recently undergone 

an exhaustive exercise on non-merchandise vendor expense, where we have identified sizable 

opportunities to consolidate work with our vendors and reduce costs in areas such as janitorial, 

data processing, contingent labor and utilities, to name a few.” 

Ms. Alber concluded, “As we look forward to the fourth quarter, we are in a strong position, with 

our compelling pipeline of exclusive innovative products, engaging content and commitment to 

customer service. Our high-touch, multichannel, multi-brand platform, differentiated product 

offer and lifestyle merchandising are what truly sets us apart. Our team has worked all year to 

strengthen our business with a goal of creating a better experience for the customer, and now 

with the most exciting time of year just ahead of us, we are prepared and ready to pursue every 

opportunity to serve our customers, gain market share and drive accelerated profitable growth.” 

Not surprisingly, we think the big pullback creates a great opportunity to pick up a well-run 

company on the cheap. After all, full-year guidance was no different than it was last quarter 

(which resulted in the share price swelling more than 16%), yet it’s puzzling that the same 

information is somehow a disappointment this time around. While we are certain that more EPS 

is better than less, WSM’s guidance still gives the company a highly attractive 12.1 times NTM 

earnings multiple and 3.2% dividend yield. True, strong competition from Amazon, Wayfair and 

Target (TGT - $79.68) has the potential to put pressure on margins, but they aren’t new risks to 

WSM’s business model, and we think that exceptional customer service is a substantial 

differentiator. We continue to smile upon the investments in technology, collaborations with 

other brands and the sizable online presence. Our Target Price for WSM is now $84. 

Shares of Tyson Foods (TSN – $60.22) fell last week after the protein producer reported fiscal 

Q4 financial results, but they recovered a bit on Friday when U.S. equity markets reacted to 

comments by President Trump that gave a slight glimmer of hope that trade negotiations with 

China may begin to gain a little traction. Tyson has been hit hard this year as concerns have 



mounted over its products being targeted in global trade disputes, a strong U.S. dollar and 

mounting inventory of meats in the U.S. 

While TSN reported better than expected bottom-line results for Q4, revenue came in light. 

Management announced adjusted EPS of $1.58, 17% above consensus forecasts of $1.35. That 

said, revenue of almost $10 billion fell short of expectations by more than $280 million. Looking 

ahead, the company predicted that its fiscal 2019 adjusted EPS would come in between $5.75 

and $6.10, which is comparable to fiscal 2018 results. The impact of trade disputes (hurting 

pork), heavy supplies of beef as cattle herd sizes normalize (driving prices down) and near-term 

headwinds on chicken as competing meat prices like beef remain meaningfully cheaper than 

normal should continue to impact TSN. 

TSN CEO Noel White commented, “Tyson Foods produced solid earnings in fiscal 2018, 

demonstrating the strength of our differentiated portfolio and diversified business model. We 

exceeded our revised guidance due to a strong finish in the fourth quarter in the Beef and Pork 

segments. Prepared Foods drove margin expansion, while the Chicken segment closed the gap 

from earlier in the year with increased promotional activity.” 

 

Mr. White continued, “We expect continued strong cash flow generation as we grow sales and 

volume, particularly in value-added and branded products…I am confident in our team members 



and their ability to execute our strategy to sustainably feed the world with the fastest growing 

protein brands. Our strategy is working, and it has allowed us to produce good returns this year 

and will enable continued long-term growth.” 

We think Tyson’s near-term challenges will be concentrated in the chicken and pork segments. 

Longer term, however, we believe that chicken can take share from other protein sources as it 

offers a relatively better cost and health profile to consumers. We also think that prepared foods 

and increasing protein consumption around the globe, especially in emerging economies, provide 

a solid long-term footing for top-line growth. TSN currently trades at a miniscule 10.3 times 

NTM adjusted EPS expectations and carries a 2.5% dividend yield. All things considered, we 

have adjusted our Target Price down to $85. 

Shares of Walmart (WMT – $97.69) fell 7.5% last week after the company announced fiscal Q3 

2019 financial results and that the co-founder of its recent acquisition of India’s powerhouse 

Flipkart was leaving the company. We thought the quarter was solid, but investors seemed 

frustrated by a light revenue number and concerns about margins, as the discount retailing giant 

continues to spend to compete against Amazon. Revenue for the period was $124.9 billion, 

versus forecasts of $125.4 billion. Adjusted EPS came in at $1.08, compared to consensus 

estimates of $1.01. 

The company raised its expectations for Walmart U.S. comp sales, excluding fuel, for the 52-

week period ending Jan. 25, 2019, to at least 3%, versus previous forecasts of “about 3%.” 

Additionally, WMT updated its fiscal year 2019 adjusted EPS guidance to a range of $4.75 to 

$4.85, versus previous guidance of $4.65 to $4.80 

For Q3, Walmart’s U.S. same store sales increased 3.4%, with what the company called broad-

based strength and market-share gains in key categories. Walmart U.S. omni-channel saw 

significant progress with an expanded online assortment and eCommerce sales growth of 32%. 

WMT also said that grocery pickup is now in more than 2,100 locations and is showing good 

traction. Net sales at Walmart International were $28.8 billion, a year-over-year decrease of 

2.6%, as currency headwinds negatively impacted results. Excluding currency, net sales were 

$30 billion, an increase of 1.6%. Comp sales were positive in nine of its ten international 

markets. 

“We have momentum in the business as we execute our plan and benefit from a favorable 

economic environment in the U.S. We're accelerating innovation and utilizing technology to 

shape the future of retail. We're making shopping at Walmart faster and easier. Our associates 

are equipped with the tools to serve customers better than ever before, and they're doing a great 

job. With the holidays approaching, customers can count on Walmart to save them money, and 

we'll also provide busy families with another important gift--time back in their day,” commented 

CEO Doug McMillon. 

The Flipkart news drew a lot of attention and concern as co-founder Binny Bansal stepped aside. 

As the story goes, WMT was probing details of serious personal misconduct, including an affair. 

In the end, Walmart announced that it didn’t uncover evidence to support claims made against 

him, but “it did reveal other lapses in judgment, particularly a lack of transparency, related to 



how Binny responded to the situation. Because of this, we have accepted his decision to resign.” 

Given the hefty price that Walmart paid for Flipkart and the reported popularity of Bansal in 

India, we believe there must be more to the story, as it is being reported that a number of 

executives and important employees at Flipkart were stunned and angry about what transpired. 

We will closely monitor the situation, as missteps could become a very expensive issue. 

Overall, we believe the quarter was good, and we were pleased to hear management’s upbeat 

stance on the coming holiday shopping season. We know that WMT’s competitive landscape 

will only get more intense versus rivals Amazon, Target and the numerous other players that are 

out there. Still, we continue to think that the steps the company has taken over the last few years 

to transform itself has it on the right track for long-term success. And while there is near-term 

negative buzz around the FlipKart situation, especially given the price paid and now both co-

founders no longer with the company, the potential of the market in India may have us viewing 

the purchase as a value in the not-so-distant future. 

We continue to like that WMT generates strong free cash flow and remains committed to 

returning capital to shareholders via buybacks and dividends (the stock yields 2.1%). Our Target 

Price now stands at $111, a slight reduction as we note the added news that the company is now 

also in the cross-hairs of Bernie Sanders who has introduced the “Stop Walmart Act,” a piece of 

legislation (unlikely to pass) that would prohibit large companies from buying back stock unless 

all their employees are compensated a minimum wage of $15 an hour and allowed to accrue up 

to seven days of paid sick leave. 

 


